
 

 

AUTOMATIC GATES HOW MUCH DO THEY COST? 

 

I am thinking of having an Automatic gate, how much do they cost? This is a great 

question with a very complex answer. I guess the best explanation is that every 

installation is unique and for hundreds of reasons, the main three are based upon ‘Why 

the gate is needed’ ‘Where is it to be installed’ and ‘What is it to look like’? 

 

   
 

Is that it? No; this is just the start. If a system does not meet each of the needs of this 

initial three, all else will fail. If the design & installation does not match every technical 

need the final product will be unreliable and jeopardise your whole investment. If the 

system is not safe-in-use, for everyone, including by-standers and property, it would 

become a liability. 

 

   
 

What do you mean? It has now been established, that a good automatic gate system, will 

add value to each property it is installed to serve. The added value is more than the actual 

cost of the system and in some cases, it has been proven to add significantly to property 

values, both in terms of asset value and attraction, speeding up a sale. 

 

So to get a good system, its design and installation must be completely right for the final 

product to be, fully fit-for-purpose and reliable. 

 

How much is it? Typical values are a fair guide and range considerably dependent upon 

the type and material of gates required. The method of automation with its controls, 

equipment and all associated items, such as building or ground-works, power supply, 

communications and other items, garage doors, lighting etc. 



 

   
 

What is a typical value we should budget for? Average installations range from about 

£9,000 for a basic complete installation, thought £12-15,000 for a more standard, 

domestic system and beyond £20,000 for a more elaborate project. Some larger or top-

end systems have been known to exceed 10’s of thousands of pounds. 

 

   
 

But all we want is a motor on a gate! It is not the motor that is the issue, it is the 

consequence of having it and keeping it working. Many cheap installations are fitted 

every week and nearly all of them fail very quickly, in fact it is by far the fastest source 

of business for us today! 

 

       
 

What is? Putting right or constantly repairing poor systems, mostly encouraged and 

installed by inexperienced fitters, new to this unique industry. The internet has added to 

the unqualified supply, quick fix, fast buck, type entrepreneurs, cashing in on customers 

that are ill informed and misled. 

 

Every day wise people invest in the long term solution that fulfils their need! 
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